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************************************************************************************* 

I can remember the feeling of information overload the first time I tried to digest Section II, Options, of 

the Master Game Instructional Manual. The primary purpose of creating this document is two-fold. 

Besides sharing tidbits that I’ve learned over the years, I wanted to use historical information, images, 

tables, articles, and instructional videos to 

explain pages 6 through 15 of the 

Instructional Manual.  Secondly, I wanted 

to provide “one-stop shopping” for the 

community. Since the inception of my site 

in 2012, there have been countless posts 

and videos created addressing a wide array 

of topics. Now all pertinent articles and 

videos can be found in this document 

instead of bouncing around on my site. I 

hope you find this guidance useful, so you 

can maximize your gaming experience. 

Greg “Oguard62” Barath,  
APBA Hall of Fame, Class of 2016 



 

 

A. Offensive Index Refinements 
 

APBA gives some player’s cards a split ratings or V-Ratings. The number before the slash is the player’s 

rating on all pass plays and quarterback scrambles. The number after the slash is the player’s rating on 

all run plays and screen passes. Taylor Moton was the starting right offensive tackle for the 2019 

Carolina Panthers. Traditionally the offense’s right tackle is more of a road grader type who excels in run 

blocking. Taylor certainly fits this mold as indicated by his card. He received a 2 as a pass protector 

which is the equivalent of a reserve lineman but graded out as a 4 as a run blocker which is a Pro Bowl 

level. Eli Apple was a starting cornerback for the 2019 New Orleans Saints who was a sure tackler who 

excelled against the run and screen game but was a liability in pass coverage and failed to net an 

interception. 

  

 

Instructional Video:  https://oguard62.net/2016/09/15/apba-football-101-master-game-2/ 

 

 

 

  

https://oguard62.net/2016/09/15/apba-football-101-master-game-2/


B. Fifth Defense Back (5db or Nickel Defense) 
 

A nickel defense (also known as a 4–2–5 or 3–3–5) is any defensive alignment that uses five defensive 
backs, of whom the fifth is known as a nickelback. The original and most common form of the nickel 
defense features four down linemen and two linebackers. Because the traditional 4–2 form preserves 
the defense's ability to stop an opponent's running game, it has remained more popular than its 
variants, to the extent that even when another formation technically falls within the "nickel" definition, 
coaches and analysts will refer to it by a more specific designation (e.g., "3–3–5" for a lineup of three 
down linemen and three linebackers) that conveys more information with equal or greater conciseness. 

The nickel defense originated as an innovation of Philadelphia Eagles defensive coach Jerry Williams in 
1960 and used successfully in the Eagles' Championship victory over Vince Lombardi's Green Bay 
Packers that year. He later employed it effectively as a measure to defend against star tight end Mike 
Ditka of the Chicago Bears, holding Ditka to a single reception in the Eagles' 1961 victory over the Bears. 
The nickel defense was later used by then Chicago Bears assistant George Allen, who came up with the 
name "nickel" and later marketed the idea as his own. The nickel defense was popularized by head 
coach Don Shula and defensive coordinator Bill Arnsparger of the Miami Dolphins in the 1970s and is 
now commonly employed in obvious passing situations or against a team that frequently uses 
three+ wide receiver sets on offense. 

 

 

In APBA Football, the defensive coach can also select a nickel defense to enhance their pass defense. By 

inserting a fifth defensive back, the “reduction” rule comes into effect. If the offense calls a short, 

medium, or long pass play, determine the Passing Offensive Index as usual, but then reduce it by one 

grade (but no below C). If the intended receiver has an asterisk following the letter grade on the pass 

receiving line of his card (A*-8), the index can never be reduced by a fifth or sixth defensive back.   

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Defensive_back
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Defensive_back
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nickelback_(American_football)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lineman_(football)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linebacker
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/3%E2%80%933%E2%80%935_defense
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Philadelphia_Eagles
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jerry_Williams_(American_football)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1960_NFL_Championship_Game
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vince_Lombardi
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1960_Green_Bay_Packers_season
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1960_Green_Bay_Packers_season
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tight_end
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mike_Ditka
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mike_Ditka
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chicago_Bears
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Allen_(American_football_coach)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Don_Shula
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Miami_Dolphins
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wide_receiver


If a running play or screen pass is called, raise the Offensive Index normally in affect for that play by one 

grade (but not above A), and, if there is a gain, add 1 more yard to the result. If the passer is forced to 

scramble, make NO change to the offensive index or the result. 

F-T-F Game: Once the offensive coach lays down the play card and intended runner or receiver’s card, 

the defensive coach announces he/she is removing the middle linebacker or left inside linebacker (d3) 

and inserting a fifth defensive back (either cornerback or safety). The defensive coach will state “Nickel” 

and can select either D or S defensive alignments and name the receiver who is being double covered.  

 

Solo Play: Unless you are using APBA card sets for the 1962, 2007 or 2008 seasons, I highly recommend 

that you do NOT enforce the reduction rule whenever the nickel defense is selected. The reduction rule 

can lower the quarterback’s completion percentage by three points over the course of a full season 

replay. When I conducted my 1966 AFL/NFL replay, I was unaware of this tidbit. 

 

 

During my subsequent replay of the 2015 NFL season, I ignored the “reduction rule”. 



 

  

Instructional Video:  https://oguard62.net/2016/09/17/apba-football-master-game-5db-or-nickel/ 

  

https://oguard62.net/2016/09/17/apba-football-master-game-5db-or-nickel/


C. Fumble Prevention 
 

The Miracle at the Meadowlands was a fumble recovery by cornerback Herman Edwards of 

the Philadelphia Eagles that he returned for a touchdown at the end of a November 19, 1978, National 

Football League (NFL) game against the New York Giants in Giants Stadium. It is considered miraculous 

because the Giants were ahead 17–12 and could easily have run out the final seconds; they had the ball 

and the Eagles had no timeouts left. Joe Pisarcik botched an attempt to hand off the football 

to fullback Larry Csonka. Edwards picked up the dropped ball and ran 26 yards for the winning score. 

 

The most used feature of APBA Master game’s “Fumble Prevention” is the “take a knee” feature. This is 

scored as a 2-yard loss, annotated as a full play unless the opponent calls a timeout and will prevent the 

APBA coach from living the same nightmare as Coach John McVay experienced.  

Whenever your team receives any kind of kick or intercepts a pass, you may decline to attempt a return 

to eliminate the possibility of a safety on a negative-yardage return. By using this feature, the ball is 

dead at the spot your team gained possession.  

My favorite feature is protecting a lead late in the game and not wanting to risk a muffed or fumbled 

punt by pulling my returner and letting the ball roll dead.  Ignore the return and add 15 yards to the 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fumble
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cornerback
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Herman_Edwards
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1978_Philadelphia_Eagles_season
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Touchdown
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Football_League
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Football_League
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1978_New_York_Giants_season
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Giants_Stadium
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sport_time-out
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fullback_(American_football)


stated distance of the punt, after which the ball rolls dead. If the punt would have been fielded between 

the 10–15-yard lines, spot it at the 4-yard line rather than rolling into the endzone. 

Instructional Video:  https://oguard62.net/2016/09/18/apba-football-master-game-fumble-

prevention/ 

 

https://oguard62.net/2016/09/18/apba-football-master-game-fumble-prevention/
https://oguard62.net/2016/09/18/apba-football-master-game-fumble-prevention/


D. Timing Adjustments 
 

Each coach may call up to three time-outs in each half, and two more during an overtime period. When 

a time-out is taken, score the preceding play as a half play only. The two-minute warning at the end of 

each half is enforced by tallying just a half-play on the first play beginning after 26 plays have been 

completed in the second and fourth quarters. Another time saving feature during the final two-minutes 

(after 26 plays) of the half is simulating the receiver going out of bounds on completions of nine-yards or 

less (including receptions that result in negative yardage) on screen and short passes and recording it as 

a half-play. This option is lost if there is a fumble during the play.  

Instructional Video:  https://oguard62.net/2016/09/18/apba-football-master-game-timing-

adjustment/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://oguard62.net/2016/09/18/apba-football-master-game-timing-adjustment/
https://oguard62.net/2016/09/18/apba-football-master-game-timing-adjustment/


E. Two-Tight End Offense/Full-House Backfield 
 

To bolster your running attack, you can replace wide receiver (EB) o1 with a second tight end (ET). 

 

Another alternative is replacing the fullback (FB) o11 with a second tight end (ET). 

 

Another option is to employ the Full-House Backfield by replacing wide receiver (EB) o10 with another 

halfback. This formation was predominately used during the 1950/60s or in short yardage or goal line 

situations in today’s modern game. 



 

 

Either of these changes MUST be announced before calling your play. Roll the dice and depending on 

the play called, either check the red number on the ball carrier’s R-column or the passer’s P-column, as 

usual.  

Called Running Play:  Locate the proper board column and read the number 2 lines above the card 

number (R-column number is 20, use 18 for the actual outcome) for the play result. If your line change 

would take you through play result 15, use 15 for the result. 

Make no line change for the following situations: 

• Breakaway runs: play result 1 or 2. 

• Gains of 10-yards or more: play result 3, 4, and 15. 

• Half fumble numbers: play result 13 and 14. 

• Rare plays: play result 31 and 32. 

• Full fumble numbers: play result 33 and 34. 

• Penalty numbers: play result 35 and 36. 

Called Passing Play (Except Screen Pass): Locate the proper board column and read the number 2 lines 

below the card number (P-column number is 6, use 8 for the actual outcome) for the play result. If your 

line change would take you through play result 21, use 21 for the result. Don’t include number 13 in 

counting lines (Example: if your card number is 11 drop to 14.) 

Make no line change for the following situations: 

• Half fumble number: play result 13. 

• Potential interception numbers: play result 20 thru 25. 

• Scramble numbers: play result 26 and 27. 

• Sack numbers: play result 28, 29 and 30. 

• Rare plays: play result 31 and 32. 



• Full fumble numbers: play result 33 and 34. 

• Penalty numbers: play result 35 and 36. 

As a reminder, if you called a screen pass, make no line change. 

F-T-F Game: Use the below chart for line (Line Adj) and Index (Index Adj) changes. 

 

Solo Play:  Line changes will have a negative impact on the runner’s yard per carry average or a passer’s 

completion percentage. Recommend either adhering to Basic game rules of no line changes when using 

2 TE or Full House formations OR automatically placing the defense into a Goal Line defensive alignment 

to offset line changes.    

Instructional Video:  https://oguard62.net/2016/09/21/apba-football-master-game-2te-set-full-

house-backfield/ 

 

https://oguard62.net/2016/09/21/apba-football-master-game-2te-set-full-house-backfield/
https://oguard62.net/2016/09/21/apba-football-master-game-2te-set-full-house-backfield/


F. Three-Wide Receiver Offense 
 

To bolster your passing attack, you can substitute a third wide receiver (EB) for either the tight end (ET) 

at o7, the left halfback at o9, or the fullback at o11. 

 

 

Either of these changes MUST be announced before calling your play. Roll the dice and depending on 

the play called, either check the red number on the ball carrier’s R-column or the passer’s P-column, as 

usual.  

Called Passing Play (Except Screen Pass):  Locate the proper board column and read the number 2 lines 

above the card number (P-column number is 6, use 4 for the actual outcome) for the play result. Don’t 

include number 13 in counting lines. If your line change would take you through play result 3, use 3 for 

the result. 

Make no line change for the following situations: 



• Potential TD passes: play result 1 or 2. 

• Gains of 15-yards or more: play result 3. 

• Half fumble number: play result 13. 

• Potential interception numbers: play result 20 thru 25. 

• Scramble numbers: play result 26 and 27. 

• Sack numbers: play result 28, 29 and 30. 

• Rare plays: play result 31 and 32. 

• Full fumble numbers: play result 33 and 34. 

• Penalty numbers: play result 35 and 36. 

As a reminder, if you called a screen pass, make no line change. 

Called Running Play:  Locate the proper board column and read the number 2 lines below the card 

number (R-column number is 20, use 22 for the actual outcome) for the play result. If your line change 

would take you through play result 30, use 30 for the result. 

Make no line change for the following situations: 

• Minimal gains (6 yards or less): play result 11 or 12. 

• Half fumble numbers: play result 13 and 14. 

• Maximum negative rushing (lost yardage): play result 30. 

• Rare plays: play result 31 and 32. 

• Full fumble numbers: play result 33 and 34. 

• Penalty numbers: play result 35 and 36. 

As a reminder, if you called a screen pass, make no line change. 

F-T-F Game: Use the below chart for line (Line Adj) and Index (Index Adj) changes. 

 

Solo Play:  Line changes will have a negative impact on the passer’s completion percentage or runner’s 

yards per carry average. Recommend either adhering to Basic game rules of no line changes when using 

3 WR sets OR automatically placing the defense into a Dime defensive alignment to offset line changes.    

Instructional Video:  https://oguard62.net/2016/09/24/apba-football-master-game-3-wr-set/ 

 

https://oguard62.net/2016/09/24/apba-football-master-game-3-wr-set/


G. Goal Line Defense 
 

On defense, you may sometime think you know whether the coming play will be a run or a pass. 

Anytime you are certain the offense will call a running play; you can announce Goal Line defense while 

the play card is face down. A Goal Line defense can be called anywhere on the field, but it limits the 

coach to a S or G defensive alignment.  

Called Running Play:  Locate the proper board column and read the number 2 lines below the card 

number (R-column number is 20, use 22 for the actual outcome) for the play result. In a Goal Line 

defense, you may not use a fifth defensive back and you may not blitz. If your line change would take 

you through 30, use 30. 

Make no line change for the following situations: 

• Minimal gains (6 yards or less): play result 11 or 12. 

• Half fumble numbers: play result 13 and 14. 

• Maximum negative rushing (lost yardage): play result 30. 

• Rare plays: play result 31 and 32. 

• Full fumble numbers: play result 33 and 34. 

• Penalty numbers: play result 35 and 36. 

Called Passing Play (Except Screen Pass):  Locate the proper board column and read the number 2 lines 

above the card number (P-column number is 6, use 4 for the actual outcome) for the play result. Don’t 

include number 13 in counting lines. If your line change would take you through play result 1, use 1 for 

the result. NOTE: This supersedes the directive to stop at 3 if a third wide receiver is in the game.  

Make no line change for the following situations: 

• TD pass: play result 1. 

• Half fumble number: play result 13. 

• Potential interception numbers: play result 21 thru 25. 

• Scramble numbers: play result 26 and 27. 

• Sack numbers: play result 28, 29 and 30. 

• Rare plays: play result 31 and 32. 

• Full fumble numbers: play result 33 and 34. 

• Penalty numbers: play result 35 and 36. 

As a reminder, if you called a screen pass, make no line change. 

F-T-F Game: Use the below chart for line (Line Adj) and Index (Index Adj) changes. 



 

Solo Play:  Line changes will have a negative impact on the runner’s yard per carry average or a passer’s 

completion percentage. Recommend only using this defensive alignment versus a 2 TE formation or Full 

House backfield to offset line changes.    

Instructional Video:  https://oguard62.net/2016/09/27/apba-football-master-game-goal-line-

defense/ 

https://oguard62.net/2016/09/27/apba-football-master-game-goal-line-defense/
https://oguard62.net/2016/09/27/apba-football-master-game-goal-line-defense/


H. Sixth Defensive Back (6db or Dime Defense) 
 

The dime defense is a defensive alignment that uses six defensive backs. It is usually employed in 

obvious passing situations. The formation usually consists of six defensive backs, usually two safeties, 

and four cornerbacks, and has either four down linemen and one linebacker, or three down linemen and 

two linebackers.  

 

 

To implement the dime defense, first insert the fifth defensive back (cornerback or safety) into the game 

in place of your middle linebacker or left inside linebacker (d3). Next, insert a sixth defensive back 

(cornerback or safety) to replace your strong side linebacker (d7). Announce this change while the Play 

Card in face down. A dime defense can be called at any time, but you are limited to D or S defensive 

alignments and all features of the nickel defense (reduction rule) remain in effect. 

Instructional Video: https://oguard62.net/2016/10/01/apba-football-master-game-introduce-6db-or-

dime-defense/ 

Your opponent rolls his/her dice and check the ball carrier’s R-Column or the Passer’s P-Column. 

Called Passing Play (Except Screen Pass):  Locate the proper board column and read the number 2 lines 

below the card number (P-column number is 6, use 8 for the actual outcome) for the play result. Don’t 

include number 13 in counting lines. If your line change would take you through play result 21, use 21 

for the result. 

Make no line change for the following situations: 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Defensive_back
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/American_football_strategy#Passing_plays
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Safety_(gridiron_football_position)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cornerback
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lineman_(gridiron_football)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linebacker
https://oguard62.net/2016/10/01/apba-football-master-game-introduce-6db-or-dime-defense/
https://oguard62.net/2016/10/01/apba-football-master-game-introduce-6db-or-dime-defense/


• Half fumble number: play result 13. 

• Potential interception numbers: play result 21 thru 25. 

• Scramble numbers: play result 26 and 27. 

• Sack numbers: play result 28, 29 and 30. 

• Rare plays: play result 31 and 32. 

• Full fumble numbers: play result 33 and 34. 

• Penalty numbers: play result 35 and 36. 

As a reminder, if you called a screen pass, make no line change. 

Called Running Play:  Locate the proper board column and read the number 2 lines above the card 

number (R-column number is 20, use 18 for the actual outcome) for the play result. If your line change 

would take you through play result 15, use 15 for the result. 

Make no line change for the following situations: 

• Breakaway runs: play result 1 or 2. 

• Gains of 10-yards or more: play result 3, 4, and 15. 

• Half fumble numbers: play result 13 and 14. 

• Rare plays: play result 31 and 32. 

• Full fumble numbers: play result 33 and 34. 

• Penalty numbers: play result 35 and 36. 

As a reminder, if you called a screen pass, make no line change. 

F-T-F Game: Use the below chart for line (Line Adj) and Index (Index Adj) changes. 

 

Solo Play:  Line changes will have a negative impact on the runner’s yard per carry average or a passer’s 

completion percentage. Recommend only using this defensive alignment versus a 3WR set to offset line 

changes.    



I.  Blitz 
 

In APBA Football the blitz is strictly designed to generate a better pass rush to either sack the 

quarterback or force a hurried pass for an incompletion. A blitz can be called at any time, while the Play 

Card is down, but the defense is automatically in D alignment.  

Your opponent rolls his/her dice and check the ball carrier’s R-Column or the Passer’s P-Column. 

Called Passing Play (Including Screen Pass):  

Locate the proper board column and read the number 2 lines below the card number (P-column 

number is 6, use 8 for the actual outcome) for the play result. Don’t include number 13 in counting lines. 

If your line change would take you through play result 21, use 28 for the result. 

Make no line change for the following situations: 

• Half fumble number: play result 13. 

• Potential interception numbers: play result 21 thru 25. 

• Scramble numbers: play result 26 and 27. 

• Sack numbers: play result 28, 29 and 30. 

• Rare plays: play result 31 and 32. 

• Full fumble numbers: play result 33 and 34. 

• Penalty numbers: play result 35 and 36. 

If it’s another number, read the number 2 lines below the card number (P-column number 6 to 8), if the 

pass would still have been complete after the 2-line drop, then read 2-lines above original number (P-

column number 6 to 4). Don’t include number 13 in counting lines. If your line change would take you to 

or through 21, use number 28 (sack) for the play result. If your line change would take you through 1, 

use 1.  

Called Running Play:  Locate the proper board column and read the number 2 lines above the card 

number (R-column number is 20, use 18 for the actual outcome) for the play result. If your line change 

would take you through play result 15, use 15 for the result. 

Make no line change for the following situations: 

• Breakaway runs: play result 1 or 2. 

• Gains of 10-yards or more: play result 3, 4, and 15. 

• Half fumble numbers: play result 13 and 14. 

• Negative gains: play result 28, 29, and 30. 

• Rare plays: play result 31 and 32. 

• Full fumble numbers: play result 33 and 34. 

• Penalty numbers: play result 35 and 36. 

If the card number (or the number resulting after other line changes) is 24, 25, 26, or 27, read 28 for 

the play result. 



 

F-T-F Game: Use the below chart for line (Line Adj) and Index (Index Adj) changes. 

 

Solo Play: I use the blitz feature during my replays and it has never skewed statistics and adds realism to 

game play. 

Instructional Videos: 

https://oguard62.net/2016/10/03/apba-football-master-game-intro-to-the-blitz/ 

https://oguard62.net/2016/10/05/apba-football-master-game-blitz-example-1/ 

https://oguard62.net/2016/10/05/apba-football-master-game-blitz-example-2/ 

https://oguard62.net/2016/10/03/apba-football-master-game-intro-to-the-blitz/
https://oguard62.net/2016/10/05/apba-football-master-game-blitz-example-1/
https://oguard62.net/2016/10/05/apba-football-master-game-blitz-example-2/


J. Keying/Double Coverage 
 

Another great feature of APBA Football is the defensive coach’s ability to key on a specific back or 

double cover a certain receiver. You can’t key or double cover when you blitz. 

In “D” alignment: The defensive coach can only double cover a receiver. 

In “G” alignment: The defensive coach can only key a runner. 

In “S” alignment: The defensive coach must state “Run” or “Pass” and the name of the runner to be 

keyed or receiver to be double covered. The defensive coach can’t call “Run” when the defense is in 

nickel or dime. 

If the defensive coach correctly identifies the ballcarrier or intended receiver, read the number 2 lines 

below the card number on the boards. If you name the right player but the wrong play, you are NOT 

correct. For example, play call is a pass to Jim Brown and the defensive coach “keyed” Jim Brown. 

Exceptions on called runs: 

• Minimal gains (6 yards or less): play result 11 or 12. 

• Half fumble numbers: play result 13 and 14. 

• Negative gain: play result 30. 

• Rare plays: play result 31 and 32. 

• Full fumble numbers: play result 33 and 34. 

• Penalty numbers: play result 35 and 36. 

• If your line change would take you through 30, use 30. 

Exceptions of called passes: 

• Half fumble number: play result 13. Don’t include 13 in counting lines. 

• Potential interception numbers: play result 21 thru 25. 

• Scramble numbers: play result 26 and 27. 

• Sack numbers: play result 28, 29 and 30. 

• Rare plays: play result 31 and 32. 

• Full fumble numbers: play result 33 and 34. 

• Penalty numbers: play result 35 and 36. 

• If your line change would take you through play result 21, use 21. 

If you guessed wrong, simply use the original play result without making a line change. 

Instructional Video:  https://oguard62.net/2016/10/07/apba-football-master-game-intro-to-keying/ 

Solo Play: Align your defense as follows: 

• Use the D-Column: 

o On first down with 15 or more yards to go for the first down. 

o On second down with 11 or more yards to go. 

o On third and fourth downs with 5 or more to go. 

https://oguard62.net/2016/10/07/apba-football-master-game-intro-to-keying/


o Late in the game when the offense must obviously pass. 

• Use the G-Column: 

o On third and fourth downs with 1 to go. 

o On first and second downs on or inside the defense’s 5-yard line. 

• For neutral downs, use the Alternative Defensive Chart (Fletch67 innovation) or Defensive Play 

Card. 

 

Instructional Videos:   

https://oguard62.net/2016/08/19/apba-football-101-run-play-using-defensive-play-calling-card/ 

https://oguard62.net/2016/08/19/apba-football-101-pass-play-using-the-defensive-play-calling-card/ 

https://oguard62.net/2016/08/19/apba-football-101-pass-using-alternative-defensive-chart-with-a-

penalty/ 

Fletch67 Innovation: 

https://oguard62.net/2012/05/26/fletch67/ 

https://oguard62.files.wordpress.com/2012/05/fletch67.xls 

Keying Innovation:  I highly recommend using Mark Zarb’s math-based system for keying or double 

coverage.  

https://oguard62.files.wordpress.com/2012/03/keying.pptx 

https://oguard62.net/2016/08/19/apba-football-101-run-play-using-defensive-play-calling-card/
https://oguard62.net/2016/08/19/apba-football-101-pass-play-using-the-defensive-play-calling-card/
https://oguard62.net/2016/08/19/apba-football-101-pass-using-alternative-defensive-chart-with-a-penalty/
https://oguard62.net/2016/08/19/apba-football-101-pass-using-alternative-defensive-chart-with-a-penalty/
https://oguard62.net/2012/05/26/fletch67/
https://oguard62.files.wordpress.com/2012/05/fletch67.xls
https://oguard62.files.wordpress.com/2012/03/keying.pptx


K. Employing Specialized Offense and Defenses 
 

F-T-F Game:  APBA Football is by far the greatest face to face game, especially when using all the bells 

and whistles the Master game has to offer. Always total all applicable line changes to get the net change 

before looking up the play result. Reminder, when you blitz, find the board result obtained from all 

other line changes BEFORE determining blitz line changes. Always figure blitz line changes last.  

Prior to providing a few examples, lets cover the procedures for F-T-F play.  

The offensive coach will: 

• Announce “Pro-Set” offense or indicate player substitutions for 2-Tight End, Full House Backfield 

or 3-Wide Receiver set.  

• The offensive coach will select play, lay corresponding Play Card, along with ball carrier’s or 

receiver’s card face down on tabletop.  

The defensive coach will: 

• If applicable, reveal personnel substitutions for nickel or dime defense. 

• Announce defensive formation (Standard, Nickel, Dime or Goal Line). 

• Announce defensive alignment or indicate blitz. 

o Standard defense (D, S, or G) 

o Nickel/dime defense (D or S) 

o Goal Line (S or G) 

o Blitz (D) 

• Announce which player is being keyed or double covered. 

The offensive coach can audible (one per quarter). 

Locate proper board column (remember insertion of fifth defensive back or intended receiver’s grade 

may alter offensive index). 

Offensive coach roll dice and checks red number under ball carrier’s R-column or Passer’s P-column. 

Defensive coach will refer to correct board column for play result, keeping in mind any line adjustments 

(up or down) affecting that card number. 

************************************************************************************* 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Example 1: Offense - Pro Set, Outside Run in C Index, RB card vs Standard Defense, S alignment and 

incorrect Key. 

 

Result: C index, no line change.  

Example 2: Offense - Pro Set, Outside Run in C Index, RB card vs Standard Defense, S alignment and 

correct Key. 

 

Result: C index, with 2-line drop. 

Example 3. Offense – Pro Set, Short Pass, A-rated WR card vs Nickel Defense, D alignment and incorrect 

Double Coverage. 

 

Result: B index with no line change. 



 

Example 4. Pro Set, Short Pass, A*-rated WR card vs Nickel Defense, D alignment and correct Double 

Coverage. 

 

Result: A index, down 2-lines. 

Example 5. Pro Set, Draw Play in B index, RB Card vs Nickel, D alignment, unable to Key a runner. 

 

Result: A index, add one yard to any positive gain. 

Example 6. Pro Set, Inside Run in B index, RB card vs Goal Line Defense, G alignment, incorrect Key. 

 

Result: B index, drop 2-lines. 



Example 7. Pro Set Outside Run in A index, RB card vs Goal Line Defense, S alignment, correct Key. 

 

Result: A index, 4-line drop. 

Example 8. Offense – Pro Set, Short Pass, A-rated WR card vs Dime Defense, D alignment and correct 

Double Coverage. 

 

Result: B index, 4-line drop. 

Example 9. 3 WR set, Medium Pass, A-rated WR card vs Nickel, D alignment and incorrect double 

coverage. 

 

Result: B index, 2-line raise. 

 



Example 10. 3 WR set, Medium Pass, A-rated WR card vs Nickel, D alignment and correct double 

coverage. 

 

Result: B index, no line change. 

Example 11. 3 WR set, Medium Pass, A*-rated WR card vs Nickel, D alignment and incorrect double 

coverage. 

 

Result: A index, 2-line raise. 

Example 12. 3 WR set, Screen Pass, B-rated WR card vs Nickel, D alignment and incorrect double 

coverage. 

 

Result: A index, add one yard to any positive gain. 



Example 13. 3 WR set, Medium Pass, A-rated WR card vs Dime, S alignment and incorrect double 

coverage. 

 

Result: B index, no line change. 

Example 14. 3 WR set, Medium Pass, A*-rated WR card vs Dime, S alignment and incorrect double 

coverage. 

 

Result: A index, no line change. 

Example 15. 3 WR set, Medium Pass, A*-rated WR card vs Dime, S alignment and correct double 

coverage. 

 

Result: A index, 2-line drop. 



Example 16. 2 TE set, Outside Run in B index, RB card vs Standard Defense, S alignment and correct key. 

 

Result: B index, no line change. 

Example 17. 2 TE set, Outside Run in B index, RB card vs Standard Defense, S alignment and incorrect 

key. 

 

Result: B index, 2-line raise. 

Example 18. 3 WR set, Inside Run in B index, RB card vs Nickel, S alignment and unable to key runner. 

 

Result: A index, 2-line drop. Add one yard to any positive gain. 



Example 19. 2 TE set, Outside Run in B index, RB card vs Goal Line Defense, S alignment and incorrect 

key. 

 

Result: B index, no line change. 

Example 20. 2 TE set, Outside Run in B index, RB card vs Goal Line Defense, S alignment and correct key. 

 

Result: B index, 2-line drop. 

Example 21. 3 WR set, Medium Pass, A-rated WR card vs Dime, Blitz (D) alignment.  

 

Result: B index, defense automatically in D alignment because of blitz feature. Drop 2-lines, check to see 

if pass is still complete, if complete, raise 2 lines above original play result. (i.e., Play result 6, drop to 8 

and check if still complete, if complete, use play result 4).  

 



Instructional Videos/Articles: 

https://oguard62.net/2016/10/01/apba-football-master-game-3wr-versus-dime-example-a/ 

https://oguard62.net/2016/10/01/apba-football-master-game-3wr-versus-dime-example-b/ 

https://oguard62.net/2016/10/07/apba-football-master-game-example-1/ 

https://oguard62.net/2016/10/07/apba-football-master-game-example-2/ 

https://oguard62.net/2017/04/07/apba-football-translation-part-1/ 

https://oguard62.net/2017/04/08/defending-the-run-versus-the-spread/ 

Solo Play: You will act as offensive coordinator for each team. However, if you are manually selecting 

the runner or intended receiver, the same ball carrier or intended receiver cannot be selected more 

than twice in a row. If you are using an automated locator system, the same ball carrier or intended 

receiver can be selected more than twice in a row.  

If you are conducting a replay, I highly recommend that you limit line changes to keying/double covering 

and blitzing. To prevent unnecessary line changes, recommend the following: 

• Pro Set vs Standard Defense 

• Pro Set vs Nickel Defense 

• 2 TE vs Goal Line Defense 

• Full House Backfield vs Goal Line Defense 

• 3 WR set vs Dime Defense 

I recommend reviewing the following “Methods of Play”: 

• Doug Reese’s system.  https://oguard62.net/2019/10/19/revised-solitaire-system-doug-reese/ 

• Ray Dunlap’s “Match-up System”  https://oguard62.net/2013/08/28/ray-dunlaps-match-up-

system/ 

• Greg Barath’s systems. 

https://oguard62.files.wordpress.com/2012/03/apba-football-tutorial-4-1.pdf 

https://oguard62.files.wordpress.com/2012/03/apba-football-tutorial-3-0.ppt  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

https://oguard62.net/2016/10/01/apba-football-master-game-3wr-versus-dime-example-a/
https://oguard62.net/2016/10/01/apba-football-master-game-3wr-versus-dime-example-b/
https://oguard62.net/2016/10/07/apba-football-master-game-example-1/
https://oguard62.net/2016/10/07/apba-football-master-game-example-2/
https://oguard62.net/2017/04/07/apba-football-translation-part-1/
https://oguard62.net/2017/04/08/defending-the-run-versus-the-spread/
https://oguard62.net/2019/10/19/revised-solitaire-system-doug-reese/
https://oguard62.net/2013/08/28/ray-dunlaps-match-up-system/
https://oguard62.net/2013/08/28/ray-dunlaps-match-up-system/
https://oguard62.files.wordpress.com/2012/03/apba-football-tutorial-4-1.pdf
https://oguard62.files.wordpress.com/2012/03/apba-football-tutorial-3-0.ppt


L. Audible 
 

On offense, you may call an audible for your quarterback once in each quarter, including overtime. 

Audibles can’t be saved for future quarters, it is a “use or lose” proposition. After an audible is called, 

remember to annotate your scoresheet. 

F-T-F Game:   

• After your opponent has aligned his defense, announce an audible and withdraw your Play Card 

and player card from the tabletop.   

• Call another play by putting a new Play Card and Player card on the table. 

• The defensive coach may then rearrange the defense, altering anything originally called. 

• No players can come into the game or leave the game for the offense or the defense where an 

audible is called. 

Example. Green Bay faced with third and goal from Chicago one-yard line. Green Bay breaks the huddle 

in a Pro Set, play call is an Inside run to Aaron Jones in B index. Chicago called Goal Line Defense, G 

alignment, and key Aaron Jones. 

 

Result: B index, G alignment with a 4-line drop. Aaron Rodgers calls an audible. 

 

Danny Vitale is positioned at Fullback (o11) but is multi-coded. With this flexibility, Aaron Rodgers 

checks to a 2-Tight End Offense, calls a Short Pass to Davante Adams who is an A* receiver. Chicago 

remains in Goal Line and still keys Aaron Jones.  



 

Result: A index, no line change and unable to “Double Cover” unless a defender is multi-coded allowing 

Chicago to change their defense.  

Solo Tip: Since I have audibles programmed into my locators (excel spreadsheet), I don’t limit them to 

one per quarter. Also, all my screen passes and draw plays come off audibles. 

Instructional Video:   https://oguard62.net/2017/02/21/audible-on-pass-down/ 

https://oguard62.net/2017/02/21/audible-on-pass-down/


M. Trick Play 
 

On offense, you may call a Trick Play once in each half. No single Trick Play can be used more than once 

per game and no Trick Play except a Quick Kick may be called when the defense puts a sixth defensive 

back into the game resulting in your Trick Play call being nullified (unless you intend a Quick Kick) and 

you forfeit your Trick Play opportunity for the half in progress. You must withdraw your Trick Play and 

call another play, after which the defense may re-align but not substitute. 

F-T-F Game:   

• Place the Trick Play card face down instead of one representing one of the other seven plays.  

• Annotate the trick play on the scoresheet. 

• After the defensive coach made his/her announcement, turn the card up and reveal which of 

the following Trick Plays you’re using: 

o Bootleg: Use the quarterback’s R-Column and the Outside Running Play board for the 

result. 

o End Around: Use the R-Column of the ballcarrier, any wide receiver (EB) or tight end 

(ET), and the Outside Running Play board. 

  

NOTE: The Jetsweep is another routine running play in today’s collegiate and professional 

game. Whenever a wide receiver is coded with (EB/HB), this card can be used as an outside 

run without restraint and is NOT to be classified as an End Around trick play. The End Around 

trick play is for wide receiver’s with only a (EB) designation. 

o Non-Quarterback Pass: Use the P-Column of the passer, any halfback, fullback, 

wide receiver or tight end, and the Medium Pass Play (Short Pass play inside the 

defense’s 15-yard line) board. 

▪ When a scramble results from a Non-Quarterback pass, no line changes 

except keying apply. It the defensive coach keys the scrambler (as either 

a runner or receiver, the key is correct). 

o Quick Kick: Use the punter’s K-Column and the Punt section of the boards. 



▪ This can be called on first, second or third down. 

▪ The Quick Kick must be executed by a quarterback, halfback or fullback 

with a position rating of 2 or more and a PA or PB on the Offense line of 

his card. 

▪ There is no return of a Quick Kick. If the punt is not listed as being 

fielded by the defense, the result in the Punt sections stands. If the Punt 

section indicates it was field (including a fair catch), disregard that 

indication and instead add 15 yards to the distance listed, after which 

the punt roll dead.  

▪ If the 15 yards takes the ball into the endzone, spot it at the 4-yard line 

instead. 

• The defensive coach can announce a Trick Play Defense; however, the coach can’t key, double 

cover, or use any other options. 

• If a Trick Play Defense is called and the defensive coach was correct, score it as a 7-yard rushing 

loss (by the ballcarrier, intended passer or intended punter. 

• If defensive coach called a Trick Play defense and was wrong, proceed as follows: 

• If the actual call was a running play, roll the dice for the ballcarrier’s R-Column, but read the 

number 2 lines above the card number on the boards for the results. Always in the D-Column. 

• Make no line change for the following situations: 

o Breakaway runs: play result 1 or 2. 

o Gains of 10-yards or more: play result 3, 4, and 15. 

o Half fumble numbers: play result 13 and 14. 

o Rare plays: play result 31 and 32. 

o Full fumble numbers: play result 33 and 34. 

o Penalty numbers: play result 35 and 36. 

o If the line change would take you through 15, use 15. 

• If the actual call was a passing play, roll the dice for the quarterback’s P-Column, but read the 

number 2 lines above the card number on the boards for the results. Always in the G-Column. 

Don’t include 13 in counting lines. If your line change would take you through 1, use 1. 

• Make no line change for the following situations: 

o TD pass: play result 1. 

o Half fumble number: play result 13. 

o Potential interception numbers: play result 21 thru 25. 

o Scramble numbers: play result 26 and 27. 

o Sack numbers: play result 28, 29 and 30. 

o Rare plays: play result 31 and 32. 

o Full fumble numbers: play result 33 and 34. 

o Penalty numbers: play result 35 and 36. 

Solo Tip: Here is how a called “Trick Play” will look like on my tabletop. Once per half, I have the 

option to call a trick play (i.e., bootleg, end around, non-QB pass, etc.) against a standard or nickel 

defense when replaying modern seasons. It will require an extra dice roll, if the result is 11, 33, or 

66, the defense called a “Trick Play Defense” and I will score the play as a 7-yard rushing loss by the 

ball carrier, intended passer or punter.  



Instructional Article:  https://oguard62.net/2017/04/08/trick-play-bootleg/ 

https://oguard62.net/2017/04/08/trick-play-bootleg/


N. Punting Alternatives 
 

Maximum Rush: After your opponent reveals he’s punting; you may call a Maximum Rush to try to block 

the punt or hurry the punter. When a maximum rush is called, there will not be a punt return.  

The offensive coach rolls the dice and checks the punter’s K-Column as usual. Make no yardage 

adjustments for the following play results off the punter’s card: 

• Potential Touchback: play results 6, 12, 19, or 22. 

• Blocked punt: play results 15 and 30. 

• Rare plays: play result 31 and 32. 

• Full fumble numbers: play result 33 and 34. 

• Penalty numbers: play result 35 and 36. 

If it’s 13 or 27, read it as 15 (blocked punt). 

If it’s any other play result number, reduce the distance of the punt by 5 yards. 

• If the punt is not listed as being fielded (i.e., RD, ob, DN). 

• If the punt is listed as being fielded, consider it a fair catch.  

o Still need to check to see if punt returner muffed the fair catch. Roll dice and refer to the 

Punt Section, if the board result is F3, the punter muffed the punt.  

o If the board result in anything but F3, the fair catch is made successfully and the play is 

over. 

Fake Punt: One fake kick (either field goal or punt, not both) during a game. Simply say “Fake Punt” 

instead of “Punt”. It can only be called on fourth down. 

• You can only call an Outside Running Play, Inside Running Play or Short Pass Play only. Only the 

punter may carry the ball or pass. The punter can’t pass if his P-Column is designated for punt 

and/or kickoff returns. On a pass, choose intended receiver as usual. 

• Automatically use the D-Column on the boards for a running play and the G-Column for a pass. 

• Always use Offensive Index B. 

Fake Field Goal: The exact same rules as for fake punts apply, except either the kicker or holder may 

run or pass. 

Free Kick: https://oguard62.net/2016/03/06/maximum-rush-free-kick-demo/ 

https://oguard62.net/2016/03/06/maximum-rush-free-kick-demo/


O. Locator Columns: Receptions, Interceptions, Sacks 
 

Instructional Videos: 

https://oguard62.net/2016/09/15/apba-football-master-game-locator-column-part-i/ 

https://oguard62.net/2016/09/15/apba-football-master-game-locator-column-part-ii/ 

https://oguard62.net/2016/09/16/apba-football-master-game-locator-column-part-iii/ 

As an alternative to APBA’s locator system: 

I’m a big fan of Phil Molloy’s “Dice Range Calculator” to determine receivers and defenders who were 

awarded a sack or interception versus using the “Locator” boards.  

https://oguard62.files.wordpress.com/2012/04/dicerangecalculator1.xls 

Fellow APBA Hall of Famer, Ray Dunlap, created a utility to determine the distribution of Sacks and 
Interceptions, you can use the “QS” and “W” ratings on the defensive players’ cards to get there. Simply 
put in the name of each defensive player that has a QS or a W rating, along with those ratings, and the 
program will calculate the APBA dice-roll range.  Now, when there is a sack or a pick during a game, you 
roll the dice, read them “APBA-style” and it will tell you who to give the credit to. 

https://oguard62.files.wordpress.com/2021/02/team-sack-and-interception-quotas.xlsx 

 

  

https://oguard62.net/2016/09/15/apba-football-master-game-locator-column-part-i/
https://oguard62.net/2016/09/15/apba-football-master-game-locator-column-part-ii/
https://oguard62.net/2016/09/16/apba-football-master-game-locator-column-part-iii/
https://oguard62.files.wordpress.com/2012/04/dicerangecalculator1.xls
https://oguard62.files.wordpress.com/2021/02/team-sack-and-interception-quotas.xlsx

